posits, possibly due to overexpression of APP or higher
properties onto the two-dimensional cortical surface as smoothly as possible.
It has long been proposed that the organizing principle underlying the orderliness of V1 maps is one of trying to strike a balance between maximizing coverage The current results also feed into long-standing deing maps to map the six-dimensional space of V1 response properties, i.e., stimulus location (x, y), orientabates on the relative importance of neural activity versus molecular mechanisms in determining cortical artion (θ: the angle, and q: the strength of orientation preference), ocular dominance, and spatial frequency chitecture. In this context, it is worth noting that the computational model used by Yu et al. did not expliciton to the two-dimensional model cortex. In a parallel physiological study of ferret V1 using optical imaging ly use a cost function that attempted to maximize smoothness and uniformity of coverage. Rather, they and electrode recordings, the authors found close agreement with their model predictions. In the model, used an activity-dependent or Hebbian algorithm where their model neurons started with a random set of reanisotropy imposed in the spatial map led to orthogonal anisotropies in the maps of orientation, ocular dosponse properties and were "shown" complete sets of visual stimuli; model synaptic strengths were updated minance, and spatial frequency, a pattern reproduced in real ferret V1. Regions of high gradient magnitude each time using a rule that depended both on the activity simulated in the neurons and a model of smooth ("bumpiness") in the different maps (other than of space) tended to avoid each other, as expected from local interactions in cortex. This strategy has been used by many modelers, being both a biologically plausible the model constraint of trying to maximize smoothness. Having the enforced spatial anisotropy also led to a simulacrum of development and much more computationally tractable than an explicit optimization of coverpattern of map crossings distinct from those in earlier theoretical models that also try to maximize coverage; age and smoothness. Maps thus generated are known to be remarkably close to optimal in their coverage the remaining maps no longer showed any overall tendency to cross each other at right angles (unlike the and smoothness (Durbin and Mitchison, 1990 ). But the model mechanism explicitly necessitates neural activpredictions from models where the spatial map was allowed to be isotropic), but only did so where patches ity, with neuronal responses simultaneously driven by spatial location, orientation, ocular dominance, and of high gradient magnitude overlapped each other. Finally, the authors reproduced an earlier model resultspatial frequency so that the different maps "see" and interact with each other. It is noteworthy that the map backed up, here, with electrode recordings-showing feature of spatial location is quite distinct from all other features in the authors' formulation, with an imposed anisotropy that then determines the patterns of all the other maps. This would suggest an underlying molecular marker rather than a purely activity-driven mechanism, although it is possible that constraints posed by the overall shape of V1 may lead to similar outcomes. Some recent work suggests that spatial mapping in V1, in particular, is driven by activity rather than molecular markers (Eglen et al., 2003) . On the other hand, while a large body of literature suggests that ocular dominance is determined by neural activity, some recent work suggests that a molecular message may also be involved (Crowley and Katz, 2000) . It would be very interesting to see whether insights from development could be used to inform models of cortical organization and whether formal, testable models can be developed that specifically discriminate between mechanisms that demand molecular markers, or activity alone, or some particular interaction between the two so as to gain further understanding of this important process. 
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